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The CMS Endcap Calorimeter Upgrade 

P.Bloch /CERN 
On behalf of the CMS collaboration  3rd ECFA Workshop October 2016 

 



A brief recap why we have to upgrade 

The replacement of CMS Endcap calorimeters is required due to radiation-
induced effects  [see CMS TP:  LHCC-2015-10, p 72-82] 
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Figure 3.3: Left) Test-beam measurements of the energy resolution as a function of electron
energy for hadron irradiated crystal matrices. The various data points refer to crystal matrices
with different µind. Right) Expectation of the relative light output S/S0 of the ECAL crystals for
electron showers of 50 GeV as a function of the pseudorapidity h for various aging conditions,
corresponding to the integrated luminosities as written in the figure legend.
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Figure 3.4: The energy resolution including aging effects at |h|=2.2 (left) after 500 fb�1 and
(right) after 3000 fb�1 versus ET
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Expected relative signal after 1000 fb-1 for the existing 
Hadronic Endcap Calorimeter 

Relative response (top) and expected energy 
resolution (bottom) of the existing Endcap 
Electromagnetic Calorimeter after 3000 fb-1. 

The resolution is O(10%) at the end of HL-LHC 
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HGCAL 

In May 2015, the CMS collaboration chose a Silicon-based calorimeter for HL-
LHC Upgrade 
 
•  Extensive R&D  in the past 20 years for Trackers and Pixels have led to 

development of Si-sensors which can sustain the high radiation levels 
 Fluence at η=3 in HGCAL ~ same as pixel inner layer 
Radiation effects are well understood and reproducible  
 can be partly mitigated by low T operation  

•  High granularity and 3D imaging help mitigate pileup effects 
•  Fast signal collection (<10 ns)  and fast timing capability (few tens of ps)  
•  Electronics in 130/65nm allows low noise and low power readout Front-End 

(10-15 mW/channel)  even for large dynamic range 
•  Affordable cost 

•  Large experience accumulated in Si detectors construction/operation at 
Hadron Colliders over the last 20 years 

•  Synergy with developments for Linear Collider(s) detectors which all plan to 
use Silicon calorimetry for their electromagnetic calorimeters (CALICE)   
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TP Calorimeter Design 

System Divided into three separate parts: 
 EE – Silicon with tungsten absorber – 28 sampling layers – 25 Xo (~1.3 λ) 
 FH – Silicon with brass (now stainless steel) absorber – 12 sampling layers – 3.5 λ 
 BH – Scintillator with brass absorber – 11 layers – 5.5  λ 

EE and FH are maintained at – 30oC. BH is at room temperature. 

Construction: 
•  Hexagonal Si-sensors built into 

modules. 
•  Modules with a W/Cu backing plate 

and PCB readout board. 
•  Modules mounted on copper cooling 

plates to make wedge-shaped 
cassettes. 

•  Cassettes inserted into absorber 
structures at integration site (CERN) 

Key parameters: 
•  593 m2 of silicon 
•  6M ch, 0.5 or 1 cm2 cell-size 
•  21,660 modules (8” or 2x6” sensors) 
•  92,000 front-end ASICS. 
•  Power at end of life 115 kW. 
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Thickness of Si sensors should be reduced 
for high fluence regions: 

 Ileak   ∝ Volume . Φ   decreases 
Collected Charge improves at high Φ
 

Requires cell size reduction to maintain 
moderate capacitance.  



Expected performance 
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Electromagnetic showers very narrow in the 
first layers  
-> pileup rejection,  
-> good particle separation for PFlow approach 

Stochastic Term ~ 20% 
Small constant term (target < 1%) 
(in the forward region, a moderate pT 
corresponds to a high energy)  



Examples of use of longitudinal information 
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HGC Performance (2)

16

¾ High Granularity + longitudinal segmentation gives additional powerful handles for particle ID:
• shower start, shower length compatibility, restoration of projectivity, 3D shower profile fits, 

layer-by-layer PU subtraction, etc…

Shower width in K

Signal (Zoee)
Background (QCD)

More in talk by F. Chlebana (PFlow)

¾ Combination of HGC and Tracker (with far from optimal PFlow algo)

� ~Recover Phase I 
50 PU performance !

Jet Energy Resolution vs K Jet Fake Rate

HGC Performance (2)
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¾ High Granularity + longitudinal segmentation gives additional powerful handles for particle ID:
• shower start, shower length compatibility, restoration of projectivity, 3D shower profile fits, 

layer-by-layer PU subtraction, etc…

Shower width in K

Signal (Zoee)
Background (QCD)

More in talk by F. Chlebana (PFlow)

¾ Combination of HGC and Tracker (with far from optimal PFlow algo)

� ~Recover Phase I 
50 PU performance !

Jet Energy Resolution vs K Jet Fake Rate

Shower length Shower starting layer 

Improved e/hadron separation 

Blue: Z/γ*->ee ET>10 GeV   Red: single pions  



Trigger 
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The longitudinal information allows for efficient pileup mitigation techniques 
 
For an increase of the luminosity by a factor 3.5 compared to Phase-1,     
the background rate is increased by less than a factor  2.5-3,  with similar 
signal efficiency (close to 100%)  



3D + Energy : “X-ray” of jets  
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Use of fast timing 
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Fast timing will help to check the compatibility of different showers to originate 
from the same vertex and to associate them with a particular vertex. 

 particularly useful for H->γγ   
 
Tests in beam have shown that for large enough signals in a Si cell, an intrinsic 
precision better than 20ps can be expected.  (see following presentation of Z.Gecse) 

opens the possibility to measure precise timing for em. (and large energy 
hadron) showers 

σt ~ 700ps / (S/N) 

σt ~  20ps for ~ 5 (300um) –> 20 (120um) MIPs 

20ps 

(For a MIP after 3’000fb-1 expect S/N > 7 (300um) 3 (200um) 1.5 (120um)) 

ns 

Target is to keep clock jitter and systematic effects (not included above) below 20ps 



mechanical layout and possible evolutions (1) 
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Decided to use new absorber for BH, and chose Stainless Steel (SS) for FH/BH 
 -flexibility in assembly schedule 
 -SS much cheaper than Brass and offers more engineering possibilities 

Whole structure (including 200t BH) at cold temperature ? 
•  design flexibility: opening up the possibility of using Silicon in the most exposed areas 

and scintillator in the lower fluence regions 
•  opening up the possibility of SiPM on tiles for the scintillators 
•  warm-cold transition at the back, where there is more space for feedthroughs / manifolds 

BH 

FH 
EE 



mechanical layout and possible evolutions (2) 
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Staggered 
phi cracks 

EE structure 
 
TP design based on CALICE  
developments: 30° cassettes including 
two Si layers and a cooling plate 
inserted in C-Fibre pockets 
 
Alternative: stack of (30° or larger) 
cassettes and W plates with spacers, 
compressed by front/back plates 

Outline

• Alveolar structure

• Cassette insertion

• Cassette assembly preliminary principle

• Conclusion

28/30/2016 PIERRE-EMILE Thomas (LLR)

~1/3 scale prototype of CF alveolar 
 (Sep 2016) 

Driving Criteria for decision  
 

•  Assembly and installation: ease, 
reliability, cost and time; central vs. 
distributed subassembly 
construction, … 

•  Risk, reliability, maintainability 
•  Physics:  cracks, impact of inner 

cone, density, coverage at low- & 
high-η edges,.. 

•  Mechanical behavior   
•  Cost Decision by mid-December 2016 

Modules, Cassettes & Mechanics (Structures)
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Cassettes 
inserted in mechanical structure 

(containing absorber)

W/C-fiber EE alveolar structure

CALICE Technological Prototype

HGC-HCAL Structure 
(similar to current HE)

HGC-EE: C-fiber Alveolar structure
with embedded W plates



Silicon Sensors 
 

•  TP design based on 6” sensors 
•  HPK 6” p-on-n 128- and 256-channel sensors, 300/200/100um – delivery completed 

(182 pieces).  Very good quality.  
•  n-on-p on order, to compare performance of both types after irradiation.  

•  Preference for 8” sensors due to likelihood of lower cost and less parts to 
assemble. Need to qualify production lines/material. 

•  Infineon: 8” n-on-p 256 channel sensors – fabrication started, delivery Q4 2016 
•  HPK: 8” n-on-p 256 channel sensors (using stepper) – fabrication started delivery Q4 

2016 
•  Novati: received half hexagonal sensors off 8” wafers. 

HPK 6” p-on-n  
Infineon 

 8” n-on-p  
13 HPK 6” p-on-n 128 channel sensors 

Ileak @ 1000V: average for 15 sensors 



Modules / Cooling 
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Modules are assembled as a stack of base plate, kapton® 
insulator, Si sensor and PCB, glued together. 
  Rely on experience with automated module assembly from CMS Tracker 

 

 Keeping sensors at low T is essential to mitigate radiation effects  
limit the leakage current  (self heating ∝ Ileak, noise ∝ √ Ileak) 
avoid reverse annealing 

Cu cooling plate (part of absorber structure) in intimate contact    
with sensor module 
Baseline is evaporative CO2 cooling at T ≤ -30°C 
   

Mockup with heaters uniform load 360 W/m2 

Temperature spread within 1.2°C 

sensor

adhesive
layer

readout chip
pcb

base plate

adhesive layer
kapton

adhesive layer



Front-End Electronics 
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Very stringent requirements for Front-End Electronics 
•  Large dynamic range 0.4 fC – 10 pC  (15 bits) 

 noise < 2000 e- to keep MIP visibility for low thickness sensors 
after 3000 fb-1 

•  Leakage current compensation  
•  Low power budget < 10 mW/channel  
•  Timing information 50 ps accuracy 
•  System on chip (digitization, processing), high speed readout (>Gb/s), 

large buffers to accommodate 12.5µs latency of L1 trigger 
•  Preferably compatibility for positive and negative inputs.  
•  High radiation resistance (150 MRad, 1016 n/cm2) 



Front-End Electronics 
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Baseline 
Charge + Time over Threshold (ToT) 

Charge readout 0-100 fC  10 bits ADC 
Time Over Threshold 0.1 -10 pC, 12 bits TDC 

 (Variants  with bi-gain also studied as backup) 
130nm TSMC technology  

Known radiation hardness up to required dose 
Higher voltage rail than 65nm (good for analogue) 
Some basic blocks available   106 Chapter 3. Calorimetry
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Figure 3.28: Schematic circuit diagram of ToT system.

larger than ⇡ 80 fC, which approximately corresponds to the largest signal in the cells in an
electromagnetic shower of ET ⇠ 1.5 GeV. More energetic showers would benefit from multiple
measurements, potentially reducing the uncertainty. For example, showers typical of photons
from H ! gg events have about 80 cells above the ToT threshold. The intrinsic time jitter of
a silicon detector with signals of this size remains to be determined, but it is likely to be small
compared to the single cell resolution. The slew of the time as a function of signal amplitude
would need to be corrected for, and a constraint on overall timing precison could arise from
the precision and stability achievable for this correction. The bin size and jitter of the TDC used
in the ToT front-end provides a further constraint. The TDC has been measured to have an
effective resolution of 50 ps. The system aspects of realizing the required precision for clock
distribution seem challenging, but existing experiments have successfully achieved compara-
ble timing precision in large-scale distributed systems. For example, the ALICE time-of-flight
system uses glass-RPCs with 160 000 channels and a detector area of 150 m2. It has achieved an
overall timing resolution of 80 ps stable over many years of operation [98], and measurement of
multiple tracks appear to improve an overall measurement of event time in a way that implies
that the jitter attributable to clock distribution is 25–50 ps.

Precision timing of showers is a very attractive possibility, with potential to assist in the re-
moval of pileup and the location of interaction vertices, and its realization is being actively
studied.

3.5.6 Power distribution

For each endcap 50 kW of low-voltage power must be supplied. At the 1.2 V level required
by the electronics, this amounts to over 40 kA of current for each endcap. DC-DC converters
are used to reduce the required cross-section of the cables between the power supplies and
the detector. In the present design, based on existing technology, these are located outside the
cold volume, in the low radiation region at the back of the endcap calorimeter structure on its
outer circumference. This has the drawback of requiring a cable length of 3 or 4 m between the
DC-DC converters and the modules. The cross-section of these cables has been dimensioned to
limit the voltage drop to between 10% and 15% (total), and voltage regulators on the detector

TP design 
I. Kaplon/CERN  



Strategy for FE electronics 
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1)  Modify existing CALICE chip to include most of the required functionalities 
Exercise  functionalities such as ToT, cross calibration ADC-ToT, fast timing… 
Allows study of FE printed circuit board and module assembly  
Test beams 2016-2017 
 

 SKIROC2 -> SKIROC2-CMS 0.35 µm AMS (non radhard) 
 faster shaper 25ns instead of 200 ns 
 sampling @ 40 MHz, depth 300 ns 
 ToT 
 TDC for ToA, 20 ps binning, 50 ps jitter 

 Received late June, under test (see next presentation) 
 

2) Submit Test Vehicles in 130 nm  
TV1  received mid-September: analogue architecture, baseline + variants 
TV2 to be submitted before end 2016: 8 channels, analogue+ADC+ToT+ Trigger 
sums 
 

3) Submit first “complete” ASIC June 2017  
 (some digital functionalities may still be incomplete) 

 
4) Two more iterations foreseen in the overall planning 

 
 

 
  
 



FE electronics diagram 
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The blocks in red rectangles will be included in TV2 



Electronics systems 
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For the electronics system, the strategy is to use as much as possible common 
components developed for Phase-2 upgrades 

•  LpGBT for serialisation at 10 Gb/s and electronics control 
•  Versatile link for electrical-to optical conversion 
•  DC-DC converters (probably located on the back of the calorimeter) 
•  Common boards within CMS for Back-End receivers and Trigger ?  
•  Power supplies (LV and HV) in synergy with inner Tracker 
•  … 

The readout architecture is under study and a baseline design should be 
defined by mid-December 2016. 
 



BH active material 
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Despite being “protected” by EE+FH, the TID in BH reaches several MRads for 
the most inner part. 

100krad in Scintillator ~5x1013 1MeV n/cm2 

•  Aim at using material which does not require any replacement during HL-LHC lifetime 
•  Current scintillator would lose too much light 

•  Large dose rate effects : Dose Constant D (defined by S/S0 = e- Integrated Dose/D) has a strong 
dependence on dose rate: smaller dose rates damage more.  



Measurements: Dose Constant v/s Dose Rate  
for scintillators 

Upcoming 
 measurements 
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In situ  
Point 5 



Frank Simon (fsimon@mpp.mpg.de)CALICE Scintillator Overview 
CMS BH Meeting, July 2015

Designing for Surface-Mounted Sensors

• SiPMs are still rapidly evolving:

• by now SiPMs are routinely available in SMD packaging

• device-to-device variations are getting smaller and smaller - testing coupled to 

scintillators prior to mounting on electronics no longer necessary

➫ Optimise design for possible large-scale automatic assembly using SMD SiPMs 

mounted directly on electronics prior to scintillator installation

8

17.12.2014 | Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz 

 

Goal: Optimize AHCAL design for mass assembly 

• SMD HBU board 

2 

 
• Use of SMD SiPMs which are soldered on HBU board (similar to standard       

SMD components) 
• Use of Scintillator with centered dimple 

 

Scintillator tile 

SiPM 

Reflector foil 

PCB 

Schematic of Uni Mainz SMD design SMD HBU board with scintillators 

17.12.2014 | Johannes Gutenberg-Universität Mainz 

 

Goal: Optimize AHCAL design for mass assembly 

• SMD HBU board 

2 

 
• Use of SMD SiPMs which are soldered on HBU board (similar to standard       

SMD components) 
• Use of Scintillator with centered dimple 

 

Scintillator tile 

SiPM 

Reflector foil 

PCB 

Schematic of Uni Mainz SMD design SMD HBU board with scintillators 
The concept: SiPMs mounted on back side of HBU using SMD mounting techniques

Scintillators put on top after board assembly (automatic procedure possible)

BH active material 

•  Go to more rad hard material 
–  Several campaigns of irradiations, with as-realistic-as-possible dose 

rates including irradiations in situ (CMS CASTOR table) 
–  Includes some irradiations at cold T 
–  Favoured candidate: green scintillator (such as over-doped EJ260) with 

orange WLS 
•  Use other material in the highest radiation region ? 

–  Silicon ?  
•  only 5-10% increase of total Si area. Requires cold endcap  

–  Crystal-composite material coupled to quartz plate? 

•  If BH is cold, an attractive possibility is to use SiPMs on tile rather 
than on the periphery 

•  Finer granularity 
•  No complicated  WLS/clear fibres  
•  Extensively studied by CALICE  
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CASTOR	Radiation	test	facility	

Colin	Jessop	@	LHCC	meeting	September	2016 20

Installation%of%Castor%Radiation%Facility%(CRF)

AugQ29Q2016 P.&de&Barbaro,&U.&of&Rochester 8

*&Samples&include&present&HB/HE&scintillator&(SCSNQ81),&as&well&as&replacament candidates&(EJ200,&EJ260,&scintillator&X…)&
*&Radiation&damage&of&samples&will&be&evaluated&using&Laser&injection&system.
*&Installation&of&scintillator/WLS&samples&is&now&planned&for&TS2&(Sep&12Q16,&2016).

Region	in	far	forward	of		CMS

Allows	radiation	damage	studies	
at	correct	rates	and	particle	
Composition

In-situ	laser	monitoring	for	
accurate	measurement

Samples	of	existing	scintillator	and	candidate	replacements	 installed	
at	last	weeks	technical	stop

CALICE  AHCAL  



Summary 

•  CMS is preparing for a High Granularity Endcap calorimeter for Phase-2, 
largely based on Silicon sensors.  

•  This is an unprecedented and very challenging task (600 m2 Silicon,         
>6M channels).  

•  Though Silicon Calorimetry has been extensively studied and prototyped by 
CALICE in the past 15 years, HL-LHC operation poses new challenges 
(high rate, radiation, pileup, high speed, heat load,.. ) which require specific 
(hardware and software) developments. Fitting in a existing detector is 
adding to the complexity. 

–  A vibrant program of R&D, prototyping and tests in beam is going on 
•  We are carefully looking again at the proposed TP design balancing 

simplicity, cost-effective technical solutions, and physics performance.     
The main design decisions will be taken in the next months, followed by a 
TDR to be submitted in November 2017.    
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